
A God 411 

Chapter 411: One hundred and eight mountain peaks sign in 

The treasure land is vast and vast. After Wang Yi hit the Venerable Beishan, he was active in the virtual 

universe with his consciousness, while the real body had already flown to the 108 mountains in the 

center. 

   The scene where Venerable Beishan collided with Wang Yi but was embarrassed was seen by some 

nearby kings and Venerables, and it spread quickly. 

Several alien races with a height of 1.6 meters, very wide backs and extremely developed muscles, as if 

carrying a shield, gather together. They also have six sturdy arms and six eyes. They are a powerful 

ethnic group in the universe." The "Tabei" is a strong man. 

   They exclaimed to their companions: "Venerable Nabei Mountain is used to bullying the weaker 

king. Just now he wanted to bully the human, but he was directly hit by the human and he vomited 

blood. The divine body must have been damaged." 

   "So strong?" Their companions were shocked. 

   Immortal collided with the Venerable, and the Venerable was actually injured? 

"Human Jiujiang is indeed well-deserved." The Tabei strongman shook his head and said, "Before 

everyone said that he was the master of the world, they killed the limit of the king. I still don't believe it, 

but now I believe it. With such strength, after breaking through immortality It is also normal to be able 

to match the Venerable." 

   "This human being in Jiujiang is too abnormal!" There were also discussions in other places. 

   "Obviously just a human being, how did he do it?" 

   Many people find it incredible. 

  Normal races, even the peak bloodlines, like the top bloodlines among the star behemoths, are 10 

times higher than the gene limits of ordinary bloodlines. 

   So the peerless genius of hundreds of millions of races, generally they are invincible, and it is 

difficult to fight against the universe. 

   If you want to be at the immortal level, dare to fight against the Venerable Universe, even if you 

want to suppress the Venerable Universe, that is what special beings can do. 

   And it has to be a special life that is very sturdy and against the sky. It is not enough like that 

special life whose life gene is only a hundred times higher. 

   Among the inheritors, only those who are against the heavens among the kings. 

  Like the king of insects, the strength of the divine power is 5000 times stronger than the normal 

limit of the king. With the talent secret method, the treasure and other methods, leapfrog fighting can 

be done completely, and the ability is overwhelming the venerable. 



   And looking at the situation of the "God Hunting King" now, it seems that this can be done too, 

which makes those inheritors not understand. After all, the gap between the foundation of the gods and 

the soul consciousness is difficult to make up. 

  Who could have imagined that Wang Yi's divine body foundation alone is more than 5,000 times 

that of the human body, which is stronger than the top three insect kings among the inheritors of the 

Patriarchal Cult! 

   He has a weaker understanding of the law now. 

  With real combat power, don’t kill a mere venerable Beishan Venerable! 

  Venerable Beishan also heard those discussions, and his face suddenly became a little 

uncontrollable. 

   But no matter how embarrassed he became, he didn't dare to provoke the terrible Hunter King. 

   The brief collision just now made him clearly understand that the revealed power of the divine 

body completely showed that the Hunter King was more terrifying than he thought. 

   Such a peerless genius with a background, it is not something that a Venerable Beishan can 

provoke. 

  …… 

  The mountain range stretches without seeing the end at a glance, swish, a figure landed on the 

boundless mountain range, on the highest peak. 

   "This is the highest mountain in the entire treasure land. Let me see what I can sign in." Wang Yi 

had a look of expectation in his eyes. 

   The 108 highest peaks in the entire treasure land hide the 108 most precious treasures, but 42 of 

them have been given by the inheritors in history, and the rest are still waiting for destined life. 

   Some inheritors in the vicinity also recognized Wang Yi. After all, before Wang Yi was assassinated, 

too many people have witnessed it. 

   "The Hunter King is here." 

   "Does he want to come here to hit his luck?" 

   "This peerless genius of mankind has great ambitions, and he went directly to the highest peak as 

soon as he came." 

"The treasure of the highest mountain has existed since the ancestor gods opened up this treasure 

place. According to legend... it was put in by one of the ancestor gods. In these long years, there are also 

special lives of the master class in history. No one can unlock that treasure." 

   The foreign inheritors talked a lot, and none of them thought that Wang Yi would get the treasure. 

  Wang Yi didn't care about the gaze around him, and said inwardly. 

   "Check in." 



  【Ding, congratulations to the host for signing in successfully, and reward the ‘Demon Bottle’. 】 

   A message flowed into Wang Yi's consciousness. 

   Wang Yi looked happy. 

   "I'm so lucky, give me a treasure as soon as I come?" 

   "It is indeed the highest peak of 108 mountains." 

The Devil Bottle is the ultimate treasure of pure seals and seals. It has strong ability to oppress, restrain 

and trap enemies. It belongs to the ultimate treasure of light attributes. The law of light can be used by 

the immortal strong. It can be used by the law of light domain. The super treasure secret pattern 

overlaps, and the power increases. If you become the Master of the Universe by relying on the law of 

time, because the law of time is the upper law of wind, thunder and light, the domain of the law of time 

can also overlap with this supreme power to increase its power. 

   Other cultivators, space masters, etc. are not suitable for use. 

   And, what surprises Wang Yi the most is that this is a high-level treasure. 

   "This treasure is not that useful to me, but it is quite a hundred treasures." Wang Yi said inwardly. 

   There are many types of treasures. Among the same category, weapons are generally the lowest in 

value, then armors, and then seals, domains, souls, palaces... 

   is said to be general, because even in weapons, there may be extremely heaven-defending 

treasures, with unlimited power, and naturally can surpass other types of treasures. 

   In addition, there are some special types of treasures, such as auxiliary cultivation types, such as 

the Tongtian Pagoda, although it is also a powerful palace treasure. 

   The source of the treasure is also a special category! 

   all kinds of different. 

Wang Yi also expected to get a treasure. After all, this is the highest mountain in the treasure land. 

According to the legend, where an ancestor **** put the treasure in, Wang Yi guessed in his heart what 

the treasure was, but unfortunately he didn't seem to meet the conditions. The mountain has no 

reaction at all. 

   "Don't give me any face." Wang Yi snorted ~www.mtlnovel.com~ and turned and flew to other 

places. 

   "I'll just say, how can the Hunter King get the treasure." 

   "I don't know how harsh the conditions for the birth of the treasure of the highest peak are. It is 

normal for the Hunter King to fail to meet the requirements." 

   Other inheritors are not surprised. 

  Heirs who wanted to try their luck in the treasure land went to the sea, but I don’t know how many 

years someone would trigger a treasure. 



   "Humans want treasures and dreams!" There are also alien inheritors who are very hostile to 

humans sneered. 

   These resentments are actually not directed at Wang Yi, but at the human race! Because the 

human race is the pinnacle race, it has also caused a lot of killings in the universe. 

   has caused many alien races to hate humans extremely. 

   But Wang Yi did not pay attention to these or jealous, or resentful, hostile eyes. 

   Just like people don't care about the ants under the weeds on the roadside, this is Wang Yi's view 

of these alien races. 

   "Huh! Hunter King!" 

   At the edge of one of the canyons, a rickety figure came out. He has golden mane and golden eyes, 

but his waist is arched, like a beast about to pounce all the time. 

  He is the special life "The King of Barking Mirror" who was defeated by Wang Yi in the Glory World. 

   The King of the Mirror regards this as a great shame. 

  Especially after Wang Yi broke through immortality, many people compared him with the "King of 

the Mirror", which made "King of the Mirror" feel uncomfortable and naturally became more hostile to 

the King of Hunting. 

Chapter 412: Treasure opens 

Leaving from the first highest peak, Wang Yi went to the second highest peak. 

  【Ding, congratulations to the host for signing in successfully, and rewarding ‘Eight Treasures to 

Ring Armor’. 】 

   A message flowed into Wang Yi's consciousness. 

   "Huh? A set of armor is actually a top-level heavy-duty suit?" Wang Yi blinked. 

  Heavy treasures are divided into ordinary heavy treasures and top heavy treasures, but there are 

heavy treasure suits on top of the top heavy treasures. 

   And this top heavy treasure suit armor, when combined, is equivalent to an ordinary treasure 

armor. 

   "However, it is still a treasure, not a treasure, but combined, power and value are equivalent to the 

treasure." Wang Yi secretly said. 

   There are not only sets of heavy treasures, but also sets of supreme treasures. For example, the 

famous weapon "Qianbaohe" of the Lord of Chaos is a top-level realm of treasures composed of 

thousands of supreme treasures! 

  In terms of value, it far exceeds a thousand ordinary treasures! 

   This is the power of the treasure of the suit! 



   "This can be regarded as a treasure of armor. It can be used by me as a clone." Wang Yi smiled. 

"This heavy treasure set consists of 264 heavy treasures, divided into 260 ordinary heavy treasures, 3 

top heavy treasures, and 1 super top heavy treasure that is close to the most powerful treasure." Wang 

Yi learned about the armor of this heavy treasure set and went to third. The high mountain flew away, 

excited. 

Counting his true treasure now, he already has "Tongtian Tower", "Colorful Aurora Lake", "Jiajia", 

"Original Soul", "Fire Conch Palace", "Zhenfeng Star Map", and "Lanxi Demon Axis" on his body. ", 

"Chaos Divine Wing",'Demon Bottle'... these nine pieces. 

   "There is still one thing missing, and my treasure is in double digits." Wang Yi thought 

triumphantly. 

   Moreover, his treasures will soon become more and more. 

   "But each clone needs at least 7 treasures to form the strongest combat power." 

   For example, a clone needs weapons, armor, domain type, soul type, palace type, flying type (such 

as Chaos Wings), and it is better to add some other types... 

   seven pieces, it is a minimum match. 

   And the lord of the universe, or the top cosmic hegemon, not to mention the level of the treasure, 

at least he can gather these treasures to form a powerful combat power. 

   "That's at least 28 pieces." Wang Yi was full of fighting spirit. 

"continue!" 

   At the third highest peak. 

  【Ding, congratulations to the host for signing in successfully, and rewards ‘Wandering Huntian 

Spear’. 】 

   "A heavy treasure of top weapons." Wang Yi shook his head. 

   The result of this check-in has a lot to do with the place of the check-in, as well as with Wang Yi 

personally. 

   The stronger he is, the greater the probability of signing in and signing out good things. 

   Of course, luck is the most important thing. 

  Wang Yi is now immortal, his life gene level is against the sky, and he is comparable to the power of 

the universe's hegemon! So the level of checked-in items is already very high! 

   is the largest power in the universe. The original universe doglegs "ancestors" is known as a 

treasure trove of countless treasures. The probability of signing good things is naturally higher. 

  The urine of the sign-in panel is that the higher the level of reward, the harder it is to sign-in. 

   Not only 108 peaks, valuable treasures may also appear in other places. 



   "I just don't know if I can sign in here to get the highest reward for the place of treasure...what will 

the highest reward be?" Wang Yi said inwardly. 

   He is not in a hurry, he has a lot of time. 

   So Wang Yi began to wander around. 

   The fourth highest mountain. 

  【Ding, congratulations to the host for signing in successfully, and reward the ‘Sky-wrapping 

Brahma Sea Hammer’. 】 

  A top heavy weapon. 

  …… 

   The fifth highest mountain. 

  【Ding, congratulations to the host for signing in successfully, and reward the ‘True Understanding 

of Thunder Beast God’. 】 

   This is an auxiliary cultivation secret that tells the perception of the law of fusion of thunder. 

   If you are affirmed by the Inheritor of the Way of the Beast God at Thunder, I will be ecstatic. 

   can be regarded as a guide for Wang Yi. 

  …… 

   The sixth highest mountain. 

   [Ding, congratulations to the host for signing in successfully, and reward the ‘Robe of Poney’. 】 

   An ordinary heavy armor. 

  …… 

   Wang Yi signed in one mountain after another. 

   In the eyes of outsiders, he is just wandering aimlessly. 

   No one knows that Wang Yi has obtained a treasure that they will never get in such a short period 

of time! 

   "Except for the devil's bottle and a top-level heavy treasure set at the beginning, the others are 

either of little value or are ordinary heavy treasures, very ordinary." Wang Yi secretly said in his heart. 

   just walking around here...Wang Yi soon came to the 69th highest mountain. 

   But when Wang Yi just landed on the top of the 69th highest mountain and he hadn’t signed in 

yet... 

   "Boom..." The whole mountain trembled, causing countless inheritors to look over for a while, and 

the whole treasure land was boiling immediately. 



   Wang Yi felt the entire mountain tremble, and he couldn't help but feel a little confused. 

  This...is the treasure opened? 

   He actually didn't have any expectations for opening the treasure. After all, the conditions for 

opening the treasure were set by the strong who left the treasure. Who knows what weird conditions 

will be. 

   For example, a treasure left by a special life may be set to give oneself the same kind of special life, 

or “requires a special life”. 

   Then Wang Yi could not meet the requirements. 

   In the long years of the Patriarchal Sect, countless inheritors have come to the Treasure Land, but 

the 108 peaks can only be known when 42 of them have been taken away. It is not that easy. 

  Wang Yi really didn't expect that he would have a chance to get a treasure. 

   The entire 69th highest mountain is trembling, and the tremor is getting bigger and bigger. 

   "Treasure." 

   "The treasure is about to open." 

   "The treasure is opened." 

   In the distance, there were either conversations or treasure hunting inheritors, and a large number 

of them rose into the air, looking in this direction. For a while, in the sky in the distance, in all directions, 

there were figures of various races in the universe everywhere. 

   Besides Wang Yi, there are 11 inheritors on this mountain, all of them are shocked and excited. 

   "The treasure is open!" 

   "Who would it be?" 

   "But I didn't do anything just now, just sitting here as before..." 

   This is the 69th highest mountain! Although ranked at 69, it is also one of the 108 legendary 

treasures. Any of them has a value comparable to the most precious treasure. Even if it is ranked at the 

end... it should have a value comparable to the most common most precious treasure~www.mtlnovel. 

com~ That human! "King Weijing, Venerable Beishan is also nearby. They saw Wang Yi on the mountain 

at a glance, and their hearts were full of anger, "No, it can't be him!" impossible! " 

   "The King of Hunting is on that mountain." 

   "Isn't it the Hunter King?" 

   The eyes of many alien inheritors fell on Wang Yi, their eyes full of jealousy and madness. 

   is in everyone’s attention. 

   Wang Yi raised his head. 



   "Wow..." The colorful aurora lake above the treasure land was directly above this mountain, and 

suddenly thousands of aurora began to spin like a whirlpool. 

  咻! call out! call out! call out! call out! call out! 

Suddenly, thousands of aurora fell from high altitude, each of which is tens of thousands of kilometers 

long, divided into five colors, just like countless meteors of various colors falling directly, falling 

downwards, and these thousands of aurora completely enveloped this mountain in just a moment. ! 

   The entire mountain surrounded by thousands of aurora, the inheritors on the top of the mountain 

and the inheritors on the mountainside were suddenly transferred out by a force. 

"Do not!" 

"do not want!" 

   "The treasure is mine!" 

   Those alien inheritors are very unwilling. 

   But reality does not depend on their will. 

   All the inheritors were teleported away. 

  The whole mountain, now only Wang Yi is left. 

Chapter 413: Lord Burning Heaven 

At this time, Wucai Aurora Lake has sealed off the entire mountain. Except for those who placed the 

treasure, who opened the treasure, and the "Colorful Aurora Lake", no one knew what the treasure was 

born out of. 

   This is also to protect the secrets of those who opened the treasure. 

  Those peripheral inheritors, although impatient and curious, no one dared to break in. 

  It is necessary to know that only a few aurora can slaughter the Universe, how powerful are these 

thousands of "aurora"? After all, the title of the greatest power of the universe, the treasure of the 

apologists and the most powerful of the universe, is not a joke. 

   "Everyone came out, but the Hunter King didn't come out." 

   "It seems that mankind really got the treasure." 

   "Damn it!" 

   Barking Mirror King is also far away, his face is gloomy, it is envious and jealous. 

   "My dignified and special life, I haven't got any treasures, how can human beings get it!" 

   On the top of the mountain, Wang Yi stood there with a smile on his face. 

   "It seems that I really got the treasure." 



   The mountain shook, and at the same time, there was a blue-black boulder sculpture slowly rising 

from the top of the mountain. 

   The carving is nearly a thousand meters long and exquisite. Every line is lifelike and vivid, but it has 

hundreds of arms that resemble people, adding a sense of monster. 

   This is an eagle head, but a strange life with a snake-like body. It looked at Wang Yi, its huge mouth 

slowly opened, revealing a dark hole, and at the same time a red light flew out from the hole. 

   Wang Yi is also looking forward to it. He has heard of some secrets about the "Treasure Treasure", 

the land of treasures. 

   some super existences of the ancestral gods conceal the treasure in the "Treasure Land", and then 

determine the detailed conditions for starting the treasure, and these detailed conditions are controlled 

by the "Colorful Aurora Lake"! Wucai Aurora Lake constantly monitors the area it covers, and it records 

every move of the inheritors. 

   Colorful Aurora Lake, record all the information, etc., it will collect these information, once it 

matches a certain treasure, when the inheritor arrives at a certain treasure, the Colorful Aurora Lake will 

automatically control the treasure to appear! 

   This is also the reason why so many inheritors are always wandering around in the treasure land. 

   And now, Wang Yi is also recognized as a treasure, and it is one of the 108 mountains with the 

highest treasure value. 

   The dazzling red light hovered in front of Wang Yi, the light condensed, revealing a red ring. 

   Wang Yi stretched out his hand to take the ring, with some expectation in his heart, not knowing 

what treasure was inside. 

   This is a ring without a master, and the spiritual imprint is easily imprinted in it. 

   Divine power penetrated in. 

   There is only one item in one world in the world ring. 

   It was a fire-red weapon with relatively thin blades on the left and right sides. The main blade in 

the center is 20,000 kilometers long and 8,000 kilometers wide. It is extremely wide. It feels like a sword, 

with purple secret patterns clinging to it like a snake, twisting like a life. 

   A huge flaming red light wheel appeared around the weapon, invisible fluctuations permeated, 

exuding an ancient and eternal atmosphere. 

   This is a very powerful weapon! 

   Wang Yi got a trace of immortal power directly into the weapon, a trace of spiritual imprint 

merged into it, and suddenly a large amount of information poured into his mind, making Wang Yi's face 

uncontrollable. 

   "Tiandu Ji?" 



"It's actually a high-class weapon!" When Wang Yi stretched out his hand, the huge weapon suddenly 

shrank. Then it turned into a fiery red streamer and appeared in Wang Yi's hand, revealing an exquisite 

and small weapon, slowly in his hand. Rotating on the palm, beautifully. 

  Tiandu Ji's information, Wang Yi has just known. 

   "Furthermore, there is also a set of combat secrets in it, the "Vulcan Burning Sky Secret"?" 

   Into my mind is a set of combat secrets using this precious weapon, but only the first level is 

obtained. As long as the first level is trained to perfectly drive this day's halberd, the second level can be 

obtained. 

   has three floors. 

   But the conditions for the first level are very harsh. You need to master the laws of fire and space 

and understand the "space blockade", "space teleportation", and "space strangulation" in order to 

achieve the first level. 

  On the second floor, you need to master the laws of space thoroughly before you can use it. 

   The third level requires the sixth major achievement of the way of the fire, sky, beast and **** 

before it can be displayed. 

   This is a very powerful set of secret methods. If combined with the high-level treasure weapon 

"Tiandu Halberd", coupled with the powerful law perception, it will be considered extremely powerful 

among the cosmic lords, which can be comparable to the overlord of the universe. 

   "It's a pity..." Wang Yi shook his head, "This treasure and secret method are not suitable for me." 

  Wang Yi, but a genius who has mastered the ultimate master of the universe! 

   And he prefers to use knives, or weapons of mind. Although Tiandu Ji is good, it is only a high-level 

treasure...If it is a peak-to-treasure weapon, maybe he can consider it. 

   And now if you want to use Tiandu Ji, you have to spend a lot of time getting familiar with, 

mastering, and changing your fighting habits... Wang Yi is not willing. 

   "It is very unusual for the owner to leave this high-level treasure weapon and a set of secret 

methods that can be counted among the overlords of the universe." 

  Wang Yi was thinking, suddenly a reminder sounded in his mind. 

   Wait, I haven't signed in here yet. Wang Yi reacted. What's wrong with this prompt? 

【Ding! Congratulations that the treasure on the host has reached 10! Now turn on "Arcana 

Redemption Function"! 】 

  Wang Yi saw the panel that appeared in his mind radiantly. 

  【The treasure exchange function has been opened, please understand by yourself. 】 

   "The treasure exchange function?" Wang Yi murmured. 



   In addition to sign-in, the sign-in panel is constantly evolving. In addition to the panel task, there is 

now an extra treasure exchange function. 

   He wouldn't be surprised if a world shuttle function appeared one day. 

  咻! At this moment, a rapidly shrinking aurora suddenly flew. 

   The surrounding space seemed to freeze, making it difficult for Wang Yi to move, but the aurora 

was as fast as lightning, one end of which lightly touched Wang Yi's head. 

  Wang Yi's consciousness slightly shook ~www.mtlnovel.com~ The moment the Aurora touched his 

head, some messages came, which was actually a message from the treasure keeper to the inheritors 

who will receive the treasure in the future. 

   A rough and domineering voice echoed in Wang Yi's consciousness like thunder. 

   "Junior! I am Lord Burning Heaven!" 

   "I am the first fire-and-empty beast **** of the ancestors' religion!" 

"I planted the treasure, but I don't know who inherited my treasure, in which year will appear in the 

future... But since you are practicing the law of fusion of fire and sky, you can win tens of thousands of 

games in the Glory World. It must be a rare genius in the universe, and the halberd given to you by 

Tiandu will not count as buried!" 

   "Tiandu Ji is useless to me, just give you this junior as a small gift." 

   "There is also a set of combat secrets I created in the halberd of the sky. Whether you practice it or 

not, it's up to you." 

   "Lucky little guy, I look forward to you becoming a strong man in the universe in the future, let the 

sky shine again." 

   "The first fire and sky beast god, Lord Burning Heaven?" Wang Yi murmured. 

   Wang Yi connects to the virtual universe to investigate the Lord Burning Heaven. 

   Now he has a higher authority to break through status, and he is also qualified to understand many 

top secrets in the universe. 

  ...Sovereign Burning Heaven, one of the eight beast gods of the first generation of the Ancestral 

God Sect, possesses the power of the lord of the universe! 

   Countless years ago, in the process of a rush, fell! 

Chapter 414: Treasure? Acne is also 

"Fell?" Wang Yi felt surprised. 

Sovereign Burning Heaven, as the first generation of ancestor gods and beast gods, naturally possesses 

the combat power of the Lord of the Universe, and his strength is also a strong one among the Lords of 

the Universe. 



But this kind of existence actually fell in a rush? 

"Couldn't it fall into the universe..." Wang Yi thought of this possibility. 

The Lord of the universe is already at the pinnacle of the primitive universe, and because of the 

partiality and protection of the laws of the primitive universe, even the strongest ones in the universe 

will find it difficult to kill them. 

Unless it is in the mysterious and dangerous universe! 

There are some desperate situations, even the strongest in the universe may fall! 

"No!" Wang Yi was agitated. 

Sovereign Burning Heaven is one of the eight first-generation beast gods, that is to say, he is a natural 

beast god, and he is also a "fire and air" beast god! 

A chill enveloped Wang Yi. 

Although he didn't specify the specific reason for his fall, Wang Yi understood...The fall of Lord Burning 

Heaven was probably also attacked by a group of super beings, and then he fell. 

Beast gods are divided into Houtian Beast Gods and Natural Beast Gods. 

Those who finally understand the way of the beast **** through cultivation and inherit the position of 

the beast **** are normal beast gods. 

However, when the universe was born, there were born the "beast gods" who were born to be the 

masters of the universe and themselves were the incarnation of the law of fusion. 

Wang Yi recalled the rough and domineering voice in his mind, and said softly. 

"Even if it is stronger than the Lord of the universe, there is a possibility of death." 

And as Wang Yi got the treasure left by the "Burning Heaven Lord", the surrounding scenes have been 

restored to their original state, the strange carvings have returned to the ground, and the colorful 

Aurora Lake also flew back to the sky, losing the cover of the screen, Wang Yi was exposed Under the 

eyes of countless inheritors who heard the wind. 

"Look, it's the Hunter King." 

"Why is he standing there still." 

"I don't know what treasure he got this time." 

Wang Yi glanced indifferently at the surroundings in the distance, teleporting directly, teleporting 

directly to a dense lake and forest in the distant place of the treasure. 

Of course, before leaving, he did not forget to sign in at the 69th highest mountain. 

[Ding, congratulations to the host for signing in successfully, and reward the ‘heart of time’. 】 

This time, I got a piece of high-level source material that is as famous as the "Heart of Space". 



... 

In the beautiful, peaceful, lush forest, Wang Yi walked alone among the towering old trees. 

"Look at the new features of the sign-in panel first, and then go back to sign-in." 

Wang Yi said inwardly. 

He only signed 69 places on the 108 highest peaks, and 39 places did not sign in. 

Wang Yi focused his attention on the sign-in panel and began to study the new features that were 

added. 

After a while, Wang Yi let out a long sigh of relief, with a hint of surprise in his eyes. 

"The treasure exchange function of this sign-in panel turns out to be like this." 

The treasure exchange function of the sign-in panel is similar to the ancient side hall of the treasure 

offering location in Chaos City. 

Wang Yi can give the treasures (at least the heavy treasures) obtained to the panel and exchange them 

for the heavy treasures or the most precious treasures. 

And the exchange ratio of the panel is not fixed, just like the Chaos City Partial Palace, 1 Treasure Point 

can be exchanged for 3000 Heavy Treasure Points-4000 Heavy Treasure Points, which fluctuates at all 

times. 

However, the sign-in panel is better than Piandian because it has unlimited possibilities. 

"However, there are still restrictions." Wang Yi frowned slightly. 

"I am immortal now. According to the rules of the redemption function, I can only redeem treasures 

below the top treasure." 

"You can redeem the Supreme Treasure when you reach the Lord." 

"Only when you reach the Lord of the Universe can you exchange for the strongest treasure." 

That's right! 

The redemption function, there is indeed the Xeon Supreme, this alone can make Wang Yi's heart 

fascinating! 

"but……" 

"To redeem one Xeon Supreme Treasure, I am afraid that it will take 10 Peak Supreme Treasures to 

exchange." Wang Yi shook his head. 

The pinnacle of treasure can make the Lord of the universe crazy. 

But it is also a good thing to be able to have such a channel to get Xeon Supreme. 

Wang Yi even had the idea of letting the human race ** give him the ultimate treasure in exchange for 

the strongest treasure. 



But he immediately dismissed the idea, it was not the time yet. 

One of the better redemption functions of the sign-in panel is that it can be "customized"! 

A complete range of weapons, armors, palaces, domains, souls, towns and seals... 

As long as the treasure points are enough, you can exchange it! 

And it can be made according to your requirements, but the better the treasure, of course, the more 

treasure points it needs to spend. 

"If the human race learns that they can customize a Xeon Supreme Grade axe for the creator of the giant 

axe, I am afraid that it will be bankrupt at any cost," Wang Yi thought in his heart. 

"But the Arcana points required to redeem a Xeon Supreme Treasure are too high. Even a most common 

weapon type Xeon Arcana, I am afraid that it needs 100,000 Arcana Points to start, let alone other Xeon 

Supreme Treasures." Wang Yishen Take a breath. 

"If I want to redeem a piece of Xeon treasure, I have to have a large amount of treasure in my hand to 

exchange it for treasure points." 

Wang Yi pondered. 

Of course, in addition to the treasure point, there is actually another option for the exchange function. 

It is the killing value! 

Kill one of the most common cosmic masters, 1 kill value! 

Kill a medium cosmic venerable for 20 kills. 

Kill a high-level cosmic venerable for 100 kills. 

Kill a universe overlord for 500 kills. 

Kill a top universe overlord, 3000 kill value. 

Killing a master of the universe is a killing value of 100,000 to 1 million. 

Kill one of the strongest in the universe and start with 10 million kills directly! 

And 1 kill value is approximately equal to 0.1 treasure point. 

In other words, killing a most common venerable is equivalent to getting rewards that can be exchanged 

for dozens or hundreds of precious treasures. 

An ordinary venerable person has only a few precious treasures on his body. 

The panel is clearly encouraging Wang Yi to kill! 

Killing a middle-aged person is equivalent to one or two most common treasures. 

The reward for killing a high-ranking person can be exchanged for a high-ranking treasure weapon! 



The reward for killing a universe overlord can be exchanged for a middle-level ordinary palace or soul or 

domain treasure! 

The reward for killing a top universe overlord can be exchanged for those high treasures such as palace, 

soul, and domain! 

Let alone kill the lord of the universe, kill the strongest man in the universe... 

Wang Yi was jealous when he saw it. 

If you kill tens of thousands of venerables, it is estimated that you will be able to make up a supreme 

treasure. 

However, there are other rules for killing. For example, if there is a clone, you can only get one-tenth of 

the kill value by killing a clone, and you can get all the rewards only if you kill it completely! 

And ~www.mtlnovel.com~ panel has other hidden rules. 

Wang Yi licked his lips, suppressing the restlessness in his heart. 

Unless he wants to provoke an ethnic war, he can't kill people everywhere, otherwise he will become a 

common enemy in the universe. 

Speaking of the public enemy in the universe, Wang Yi remembered the identity that Zuo Shan Ke had 

arranged for his disciples to test and test-"Hall of Blood Cloud"! 

That was the famous big murderer in the universe, who offended almost all the big forces in the 

universe. 

"It would be great if I could have a treasure similar to a blood cloud bead." Wang Yi squinted his eyes. 

"You can walk out with a different face, and the camouflage is seamless, but you can create a new 

identity to kill... at least you can't let people know me. It’s from the human race." 

Public enemies in the universe are not easy to be considered. First, they must be strong enough to make 

it easy for people to do nothing about you. Second, they must be unrestrained and unconcerned. 

Otherwise, it will bring disaster to the human race. 

"The next day, look for a chance to go to the Secret Realm of the Blood Cloud Palace. Perhaps the 

remaining part of the Nine Tribulations can also be made up there." 

Chapter 415: 2nd treasure 

After learning about the treasure exchange function, Wang Yi returned to the mountain enthusiastically 

and continued to sign in one by one. 

And those inheritors had long since dispersed, and the nearby people cast envy, jealousy and hatred 

when they saw Wang Yi. 

"The Hunting God King has got a treasure, but he hasn't left yet." 

"I don't know what treasure he got." 



Wang Yi flew to the 70th highest mountain. 

[Ding, congratulations to the host for signing in successfully, and reward ‘Ye’er Feather’. 】 

A top-notch treasure. 

The 71st mountain. 

[Ding, congratulations to the host for signing in successfully, and reward the ‘silver box’. 】 

72nd, 73rd, 74th... 

After Wang Yi signed in one mountain after another, he did not rush around on the peaks like those 

inheritors, trying to find a way to unlock the treasure. Instead, he landed for a while and left. It feels like 

going through a cutscene. 

When it came to the 88th peak. 

Just landed. 

"Boom..." 

The whole mountain trembled. 

This familiar scene made Wang Yi a little bewildered. 

Here again? 

And the inheritors in the distance were instantly attracted by the movement of the treasure opening. 

Swipe it! 

Silhouettes flew over, or appeared teleportedly. In a blink of an eye, countless inheritors were swarmed 

with news, centered on the trembling peak, the sky was densely dense, and the sky was covered by 

human shadows. 

"what?" 

"It's a treasure." 

"The treasure is opened again?" 

"Didn't you just open a treasure? Who is it now?" 

"Look, isn't that the Hunter King? Why is he here?" 

"Could it be that he opened this treasure again?" 

"How could it be!" The golden eyes of Wang Jingwang were round, and he saw Wang Yi among the 

inheritors standing on the mountain in the distance, and there was a sense of disbelief in his heart. 

"Impossible, it can never be him!" Wang Jing Wang's eyes were red. 



One of the 108 great treasures in the legend, any one has a value comparable to the most precious 

treasure, even if it is ranked at the bottom... it should have a value comparable to the most ordinary 

treasure. 

But he Barking Mirror King has only one ordinary treasure, of course he doesn't want to believe that the 

Hunting God King can get it twice. 

But reality does not depend on the will of King Vejr. 

call out! call out! call out! call out! call out! call out! 

The scene of the 69th mountain just now repeats itself again, the colorful aurora just like countless 

meteors of various colors falling directly from the sky to the bottom. In just a moment, thousands of 

aurora completely enveloped this mountain, like a bead curtain, surrounding the mountain. 

Beautiful! 

This gorgeous scene made countless inheritors jealous with excitement. 

What is even more incredible is that the treasure may have been triggered by the Hunter King. 

"Is it the Hunting King?" 

"If it really is, it would be crazy." 

"In the entire history of the treasures of the ancestors, there doesn't seem to be a record of the same 

person getting the treasures of 108 mountains twice, right?" 

In the shocked eyes of the inheritors. 

On the 88th highest mountain, the inheritors were removed. Even though many of them were unwilling 

and howling, they still had no way to change the fact that the treasure did not belong to them. 

The whole mountain, now only Wang Yi is left. 

The countless heirs surrounding in all directions exploded. 

"It's really the Hunter King!" 

"Why! Why is it him again!" 

The jealous eyes of some inheritors are red, "I have been in the treasure land for hundreds of millions of 

years, and I have not obtained a treasure once, not to mention the value of the treasure on these 108 

peaks is at least as good as the treasure... Just now the Hunter King has obtained it. One piece, and now 

I got another treasure!" 

Seven Swords King, Thousand Rain King, and Li Shuo King were also here, looking shocked at the 

mountain that was protected by the Colorful Aurora Lake. Because of the colorful Aurora Lake, they 

couldn't see the mountain peak. The specific situation only knows that Wang Yi has started another 

treasure. 



"Each of the 108 treasures of mountain peaks is extremely precious. It has been a long time since the 

birth of the Ancestral God Sect that 42 mountain peaks have been opened." King Lishuo was a little bit 

unbelievable. "Wang Yi turned it on twice as soon as he came. It's incredible." 

Seven Sword King also had shocked eyes. 

The Seven Swords King is also a bit famous in Zijing Island. The reason for his fame is that he got a 

treasure in the treasure land. That treasure is a place where a super existence in the ancestral gods left 

his inheritance! 

In the Glory World, he may be of average level, but in reality, with his "Seven Sword Inheritance" and 

"Beast God Inheritance", which has made countless strong people jealous, it will be very terrible once he 

goes crazy, especially his life-saving ability. Incomparably against the sky, his luck is even jealous of many 

powerful people within human beings. 

The inheritance of the Seven Swords alone made him and King Mengsui the two immortal geniuses 

cultivated by the human generation. 

It is as if Wang Yi got the treasure of the "Sovereign of Burning Heaven" on the 69th mountain just now. 

It is a high-level treasure weapon, which also contains the inheritance of Sovereign of Burning Heaven. 

The secret method is cultivated to great success, and he absolutely possesses the power of the universe 

hegemon! 

The treasure of the Seven Swords King is not one of the 108 peaks with the highest value. Both value 

and heritage are far inferior to Wang Yi. 

"Wang Yi can actually open the treasure twice." Seven Swords King felt mixed. 

"I just don't know what he got from these two openings." 

The specific situation of the treasure is only known to the inheritor who obtained it, and others can only 

guess at this time. 

And Wang Yi was receiving his treasure at this time. 

He looked at the silver ring in his hand, which looked like a snake biting his tail. 

"The material of this ring is amazing. Even the Lord of the universe can't destroy it." Wang Yi was a little 

surprised. 

The material determines the value of the treasure. 

A top-level treasure, the Venerable Universe certainly cannot be destroyed. Even the Lord of the 

universe would have to spend a lot of effort to destroy a top-level treasure. 

And the material of the ring in front of me ~www.mtlnovel.com~ is definitely more than the top 

treasure. It is not a lie to say that the Lord of the Universe cannot be destroyed. 

"The value of the ring alone is so high, what exactly is the treasure inside?" Wang Yi's spiritual imprint 

was imprinted into this masterless ring, and then the power of immortality penetrated in and began to 

explore. 



In the world ring, there is only one object, a silver wheel. 

It looks a bit like a flying saucer. 

"Could it be a flying treasure or a palace treasure?" Wang Yi wondered in his heart, and at the same 

time a trace of supernatural power got into the silver wheel, a trace of spiritual imprint merged into it, 

and a lot of information suddenly poured into his mind. 

"Huh? Silver Moon Wheel? It turned out to be a treasure-level mind weapon." Wang Yi was a little 

disappointed. 

Although the Silver Moon Wheel is a treasure, it is only an ordinary treasure, which is much inferior to 

the high-grade treasure weapon just obtained. 

"However, it is also a good thing to get a treasure." Wang Yi immediately smiled. 

If other inheritors knew what he was thinking, they would definitely slam their chests and scold him. 

shameless! 

Chapter 416: Bestow treasure 

Although this silver moon wheel is a treasure, it must have enough strength to drive it. Assuming that 

the strength is weak, the speed of driving this treasure is not fast enough, I am afraid it will be directly 

confiscated by the super strong. 

A rapidly shrinking aurora swept towards Wang Yi, and lightly touched his head, and then a soft voice 

rang in Wang Yi's mind. 

That beautiful sound is full of magic, like gurgling water under the moonlight, making people 

involuntarily calm down. 

"Junior, I am the Lord of Silver Moon." 

"Maybe you have heard of my name, maybe not. I was originally an ordinary life. I was born from a small 

and weak group in a remote part of the universe. After a long period of time, I joined the Patriarch Cult 

by chance, and after all hardships, I became the lord of the universe. To protect and teach the beast 

god." 

"This silver moon wheel was created by my own hands. It has accompanied me in the universe for many 

years and killed countless. Now it is of little use to me. Thinking of the treasures of the ancestors, I will 

stay here as a gift to those who are destined." 

"You can cultivate the way of the water and sky beast **** to the third major Consummation during the 

time of your realm master, and you can create your own ultimate knowledge. It is also a rare talent in 

the universe. Leave this treasure to you." 

"If we are destined in the future, we may see each other again" 

The voice gradually faded away, and Wang Yi also received all the information. 

"Lord of Silver Moon? Guardian Beast God?" Wang Yi murmured. 



The ancestral gods teach three ancestor gods, the eight party beast gods, in addition, there are more 

than a dozen guardian beast gods, 72 **** generals, and 3000 gods. 

Each guardian beast **** is the master of the universe, and their strength is not necessarily lower than 

that of the eight beast gods. Some are just unwilling to inherit the position of the beast god. 

Just like the Lord of Nine Nethers, his strength is comparable to that of Chaos City Lord, but he is only 

one of the guardian beast gods. 

Of course, this is only the current situation of the Patriarchal Church, and there are more powerful 

Patriarchal Churches in history. 

After all, the strong will fall. 

"The Lord of Silver Moon, this guardian beast god, should still be alive." Wang Yi had an instinct in his 

heart. 

"She gave me the treasure, which is considered fate. If you have the opportunity in the future, please 

give it back to her." Wang Yi said inwardly. 

Now he is just immortal, and his strength is still inferior to the real master of the universe, but it won't 

be the same in the future. 

Wang Yi got the treasure, and the surroundings returned to normal again, but the inheritors did not 

leave. Instead, looking at the figure standing on the mountain, whispers were heard everywhere. 

"The Hunting King!" 

A loud voice came. 

An alien seal king of the Mechanical Race Alliance stood up and said, "Congratulations on getting 

another treasure. We are very curious. What treasure did you get just now?" 

Everyone looked at Wang Yi. Thousands of kings, including a large number of venerables, all stared at 

him with weird eyes. 

What treasure did you get? 

Wang Yi stood there calmly, his eyes swept over them coldly, grinning. 

"Want to know?" 

"Why should I tell you?" 

The treasure buried in the Treasure Land is a secret, and everyone who gets it hides it. After all, this is a 

secret related to oneself, and no one will say it casually. 

Just like the Seven Swords King got an inheritance in the land of treasures, he didn't say anything. 

Seeing Wang Yi's refusal to disclose the news, those inheritors are not surprised. After all, it is normal to 

hide their cards. If the Hunter King speaks out, it will be abnormal. 

"call!" 



Wang Yi turned into a streamer and flew towards the next mountain peak. 

However, the inheritors who had gathered and scattered around still did not disperse, but talked a lot. 

"This human being is really lucky, and he can actually get two treasures, or treasures of 108 mountains!" 

Many inheritors showed envy, even the venerable. 

Although they are venerables, many people actually don't have them, or they only have a treasure. 

Most of the venerables have no treasures, and those with treasures generally have backgrounds or 

adventures. 

Just as the immortality of a king gets a treasure, the value of a treasure to the venerable is just like the 

value of a treasure to a king. 

Wang Yi got two great treasures at once, and it is very likely that they were two most treasures, so why 

not let these venerables feel unbalanced in their hearts. 

"Damn, I am the venerable, but I still don't even have a treasure on my body!" 

"Yes, there have been rumors before that the Hunter King has a treasure on his body, and now he has 

two more treasures, doesn't it mean that he has at least three treasures on his body." 

"The Hunter King is too rich." 

"And don't forget, there are rewards from the three pinnacle races, which add up to three treasures." 

"If anyone can kill the King of Hunting, wouldn't he get six treasures?" 

"Six treasures...If it is outside, I am afraid that many super beings want to attack the Hunter King." 

"Unfortunately, this is the ancestors' religion, no one has a way to deal with him." 

Most of the other ethnic groups watched the excitement, while the strong men of the alliances like the 

Zerg, Monster, and Robot saw Wang Yi's eyes frantically full of murderous intent. 

Other forces dare not easily offend the human race and the ancestors, but they are not the same! 

Not to mention them, the six treasures are enough to make the universe overlord desperately. 

Even the Lord of the universe will be moved. 

And the news that Wang Yi got the treasure in the treasure trove of the ancestral gods began to spread 

among all forces. 

Virtual universe, Thunder Island. 

City Lord Chaos was a little surprised when he got the news, and then smiled. 

"I knew that Wang Yi must have a great opportunity." 

"Adding so many inheritance times to the land of inheritance, the ancestors of the gods, this time I am 

afraid that we are really going to cultivate a super power for our human race." 



"I just don't know what the two treasures will give Wang Yi." City Lord Chaos thought to himself. 

The other sages of the human race also quickly received this astonishing news. 

"Wang Yi got the two treasures of the treasures of the ancestral gods, are they one of the 108 most 

important peaks?" 

"Yes, I heard that the treasures of each of the 108 mountains are at least comparable to the treasures." 

"So? Wang Yi's luck is really great!" 

The sages were envious one by one. 

Is this the treatment of a peerless genius? Can you find treasures wherever you go? 

There were originally some venerables who were dissatisfied with Wang Yi, but now these 

dissatisfaction has faded a lot. 

Even if it is not bestowed by the ethnic group, this kind of peerless genius can be valued everywhere. 

It is not that they don't understand, but their hearts are a little unbalanced. 

But now that Wang Yi got the treasure one after another, they didn't care so much. 

After all, people really have the ability. Otherwise, why can they get the treasures, so many powerful 

ancestors ~ www.mtlnovel.com~ no one can get them? 

If the human side is happy, then someone must be upset. 

In the territory of the monster race, a starry sky, white flames filled the sky. 

An angry roar resounded across the starry sky, the fire blazed into the sky, and the infinite coercion 

made time and space tremble faintly. 

The Lord of the Universe of the Monster Race, Lord of Sirius, is in a very bad mood right now. 

"Damn it! That human Wang Yi actually got the two treasures of the Ancestral God Sect?" 

The last time the Assassination of the Swamp-Eater of the Monster Race Alliance failed, the Lord of 

Sirius had been a bit shameless, but now that the human genius is still lucky enough to get two treasures 

of the ancestral gods at once, Lord of Sirius It's even more angry. 

"This human being should be killed!" 

The Lord of Sirius had an intuition in his heart that if he didn't get rid of this human Wang Yi as soon as 

possible, he would definitely become a big trouble in the future. 

However, Wang Yi is now in the Patriarch Cult, the assassination of the venerable is no longer feasible, 

how to proceed with the next assassination, the Lord of Sirius thought about it, no matter what he 

thought, it still felt very tricky. 

Chapter 417: Patriarchal reaction 



Wang Yi turned a blind eye to the envious, hostile and curious gazes around him. After signing on the 

88th mountain, he went to the next mountain. 

[Ding, congratulations to the host for signing in successfully, and reward the ‘Pillar of Karnus’. 】 

[Ding, congratulations to the host for signing in successfully, and reward the ‘Blood Wave Map’. 】 

[Ding, congratulations to the host for signing in successfully, and reward the ‘Qianren Green Bird’. 】 

[Ding, congratulations to the host for signing in successfully, and rewarding the "Ten Thousand Thunder 

Demon Profound Spectrum". 】 

… 

I checked in again and again, but the value was not as good as the previous "Magic Bottle", "Eight 

Treasure Revolving Armor", "Tiandu Halberd" and "Silver Moon Wheel". 

And the most valuable ones are undoubtedly the "Devil Bottle", then the "Tiandu Halberd", and then the 

"Silver Moon Wheel" and the "Eight Treasure Revolving Armor" (top heavy treasure suit). 

When Wang Yi signed in at those peaks, many inheritors followed. 

They also became curious, and they all wanted to know whether Wang Yi could continue to open the 

next treasure. 

101 seats...102 seats... 

Soon, when Wang Yi reached the 106th highest mountain, Wang Yi thought he could unlock the 

treasure, but when Wang Yi stayed here for a while, the mountain did not respond. 

"My current conditions are better than those of Luo Feng in the original history." Wang Yi frowned 

slightly, "Unless, I must be the realm master when I come here?" 

When Luo Feng came, he was the master of the world. He successfully unlocked the treasure of the 

106th mountain and obtained the treasure "Silver Phantom Ship" left by the lord of the natural beast 

and wine. It is a top flying palace treasure, but the value is comparable to the most precious treasure. 

But Wang Yi is now immortal! 

"What the Lord of Silver Moon requires is for the master of the world to create the ultimate knack, and 

the three major consummations of the way of the water and sky beast gods, perhaps what is required is 

that this condition has been met before." Wang Yi secretly said in his heart. 

Although he did not get a "Silver Phantom Ship", Wang Yi didn't care. He already had a better flying 

palace, the "Fire Conch Palace", and the Silver Phantom Ship was nothing to him. 

"Sign in." 

[Ding, congratulations to the host for signing in successfully, and reward the ‘Silver Phantom Ship’. 】 

Wang Yi was not surprised by the result of this sign-in. 



The sign-in reward actually has a lot to do with the sign-in location, but whether you can sign-in or not 

depends on luck. 

"call!" 

Wang Yi flew away after signing in, and the eyes of the nearby inheritors followed him. 

Soon, Wang Yi finished walking the remaining two peaks. 

"The 107th peak, the Hunter King has already reached the 108th peak." 

"It's over, the Hunter King has no more treasures." 

When this result appeared, all the inheritors breathed a sigh of relief. 

They are all worried that if the Hunter King triggers the third treasure, their mentality will explode. 

Although Wang Yi received many treasures, he was not satisfied. Instead, he continued to sign in other 

places in the treasure land. He decided that during this time, the human body would visit the treasure 

land of the ancestral gods. 

Of course, the treasure land is vast and vast, and even at his speed, it would take a long time to explore 

it all over. 

"I have now reached the Great Perfection in the third aspect of the way of the beast gods, and I have 

begun to accept the fourth inheritance." Wang Yi flew over a huge mountain range, thinking in his heart. 

After finishing the challenge, he went to accept another inheritance, and he is now the fourth inheritor. 

"It is not difficult for me to comprehend the way of the fourth beast god." 

Wang Yi has a feeling that he will be able to break through His Holiness for tens of thousands of years at 

most, or as short as a thousand years. 

Putting it in the time world, that's enough for one year. 

Wang Yi's mouth raised slightly. 

At most one year, he can become a venerable, if people know that he breaks through the immortal year 

and becomes a venerable, I am afraid he will go crazy. 

The reason for this is also because Wang Yi’s foundation is too deep. There is also the "Sea of Tongtian 

Pagoda Law", the path of the Tongtian Pagoda's secret pattern inheritance, and the place where the 

ancestral gods are inherited... The time world is just a catalyst. Save time. 

"If you add over 60 billion years from the Tongtian Tower, it would be nothing unusual for me to 

become a venerable one after a year." Wang Yi sighed. 

The realm of time has allowed him to cultivate and grow at a rapid rate, laying an extremely deep and 

solid foundation. 

He even found another way to complete the incredible feat of the master of the universe creating the 

ultimate unique knowledge of the master of the universe. 



Only to have the incredible growth rate in the eyes of others. 

Otherwise, no matter how talented Wang Yi is, it is impossible to reach this point in just over 10,000 

years. 

Wang Yi's eyes were piercing. 

"First break through the Lord, and then continue to practice with great concentration to reach the Lord 

of the universe!" 

It is difficult for others to become the Lord of the Universe, but for Wang Yi it is nothing more than 

water milling. When the time comes, one can naturally break through to the Lord of the Universe. 

When the Lord of the Universe had mastered the "Tongtian Pagoda" and the treasures in his body, plus 

the three clones, Wang Yi would no longer be fearless in the primitive universe. 

As for before the Lord of the Universe? Wang Yi is not interested in going out. 

When I came out of the mountain invincible, I swept the world. 

Now, let's talk about it for a while. 

… 

Wang Yi’s human body signs in at the Treasure Land, Yanxing Giant Beast clones are practicing in the sea 

of Tongtian Tower Law, and Void Zerg clones and Youhai clones are accelerating their cultivation in the 

Kingdom of God... The three peak races such as Zerg are still considering **** the king. Yi is a huge 

threat to the future, but he doesn't know that the huge threat in their eyes will soon grow into a 

terrifying existence that they can't shake. 

The ancestors’ religion, a place of treasure, is a mighty purple river with ice-cold white mist on the 

surface, and Wang Yi stands above the river. 

In the past few months, Wang Yi, like other inheritors who have just arrived in the land of treasures, 

wandered around. Numerous places in the land of treasures left his footprints. What surprised Wang Yi 

was that he actually signed in again. Pieces of treasure. 

As long as there are enough sign-in places, with the profound knowledge of the ancestors, there will 

always be surprises. 

In addition, Wang Yi also has several treasures on his body, which can be used to exchange for the 

treasure points with the panel, and then exchange for the treasures he needs. 

"The upper limit I can exchange now is the top treasure. I still lack a weapon. It should take at least 80 

treasure points. I don't know if these treasures are enough." Wang Yi muttered. 

Suddenly his eyes moved. 

"Um?" 

"The message of the glorious world?" 



Wang Yi has always been connected to the virtual universe and the glory world at the same time. does 

not burden his strong consciousness. 

Among the messages, some were emails from some inheritors of Hongmeng, but among them were 

emails from the Glory World system. 

"King of the Hunting God, you are the best among the hundreds of millions of inheritors of the Ancestral 

God Sect. Your performance has attracted the attention of my Ancestral God Sect Beast God! In the near 

future, the Thunder Beast God of the Eight Fang Beast Gods of my Ancestral God teaches I will show up 

on Bauhinia Island in person, preside over the gifts on Bauhinia Island, and bestow you treasures." 

Wang Yi blinked at the message. 

"The ancestors of the gods, finally decided to give me a treasure?" 

Wang Yi didn't feel anything in his heart. He now has a pile of treasures on his body, and there will be 

more and more treasures. How can he care about a treasure bestowed by the ancestral gods? 

"I am not an ancestor, and the ancestor is not so generous." 

"At best, it is an ordinary treasure. There is no hope." Wang Yi was very clear in his heart. 

"However, when the Thunder Beast God arrives, maybe I have the opportunity to make other requests." 

Chapter 418: Wang Yi's request 

The beast **** of thunder descended on Zijing Island and publicly presided over the gift. The message 

of bestowing his own treasure did not leave much waves in Wang Yi's heart. 

In the past, the top three inheritors of the ancestral gods, the king of insects, was originally awarded two 

treasures by the ancestral gods. 

But Wang Yi is different. 

He is the Hongmeng of the human first, the first allegiance is the Hongmeng, the human race, and then 

the outer members of the ancestral sect. 

This determined that the ancestors of the gods could not give him too much grace. 

But the insect king did not join any other forces, but his first object of allegiance was the ancestors! 

That's why I got that kind of preferential treatment! 

If you collect the information of many heaven-defying inheritors, you can find that only those who are 

completely loyal to the ancestral gods will receive the best treatment. And if you have a background of 

other forces...Although it will give you gifts, it's much worse. 

But in any case, the ancestors of the gods obviously attach great importance to Wang Yi, because they 

attach great importance to them, even if he is a member of the human race, the ancestors of the gods 

still bestow treasures. 

This time, the ancestors' religion wanted to give the treasures with great fanfare, and it only made Wang 

Yi a little grateful, remembering this kindness. 



"Wait, let's see what the Patriarchal Church will give me at that time." 

Wang Yi left this matter behind. 

... 

Day by day, Wang Yi still wandered around the treasure trove, signing in everywhere, while other clones 

were practicing, and occasionally went to the place of inheritance to accept the inheritance, and the 

days passed a bit reluctantly. 

"It's coming soon, it feels like that." After accepting another inheritance, Wang Yi was full of 

expectations. 

Because he wanted to break through the venerable, Wang Yi is now focusing on practicing the law of 

"fire and sky" fusion. 

The practice of the single law of fusion naturally advances countless times faster than the eight laws of 

fusion. 

"This King of Hunting, I have seen him many times in a row this year." Venerable Jiufeng who sits in the 

land of inheritance is also a little puzzled, "but he has inherited a lot of times, so it's his own business to 

spend so much." 

In addition to the number of free inheritances, ordinary inheritors have the hardest time to get a chance 

to enter the land of inheritance in the Glory World. Therefore, they will only come in once after many 

days of cultivation and accumulation. Good steel is used on the edge of the knife, which is extremely 

rare. 

But Wang Yi is different. He has more than six million glory points, and the number of inheritance is 

close to 70,000. With this many times, even if he accepts one inheritance every day, it can last for two 

hundred years, making countless inheritors jealous. . 

Moreover, he has the Sky Tower, and the inheritance orb in the place of inheritance, which has the 

effect of tenfold increase in perception, and the speed of cultivation is astonishing. 

That's it, Wang Yi increased his perception of the laws in the way of the fire, sky, beast and **** at a 

crazy speed, while the perception of other laws was much slower. 

... 

On the eighteenth day after receiving the e-mail from the ancestors. 

"Om..." 

Above the Bauhinia Island, an invisible pressure fell on all the inheritors' heart palpitations. 

The force and dominance of this coercive force were even more terrifying than the guardian beast **** 

of the Bauhinia Island owner. 

"Um?" 

"What's wrong?" 



"what's going on?" 

A famous inheritor felt this coercion and flew out of his palace one after another. 

Inside Wang Yi Castle. 

When this pressure came, the servants who stayed behind in the castle immediately informed Wang Yi 

who was wandering in the treasure land through the connection of the soul. 

"call!" 

Soon, Wang Yi appeared at the fountain in the square in front of the main palace of Zijing Island. 

"The Thunder Beast God is coming?" Wang Yi soared into the air. 

In mid-air on Bauhinia Island, there are hundreds of millions of inheritors densely packed, and all of 

them look up to the sky. 

"Boom..." The endless thunder and lightning covered the sky. For a time, the endless thunder and 

lightning covered the entire Bauhinia Island, so that the inheritors could not see the colorful Aurora 

Lake. 

There is a huge figure faintly in the endless thunder and lightning, and the coercion is emitted from it. 

"Humph!" came a cold snort. 

The thunder and lightning rose suddenly between the sky and the earth, and the pressure suddenly 

became stronger, causing all the hundreds of millions of inheritors in mid-air to crash to the ground. 

Even the inheritors of Universe Venerables could not resist the fall. . 

Gradually, the huge figure slowly descended, slowly revealing its true body. 

Its whole body is full of cyan hair, each hair is like Thor's whip, and the three claws are like stepping on 

and suppressing the entire space, the slightly open wings... it makes endless thunder and lightning surge 

in the sky, and it is so high. The most dazzling thing about's head is the pair of huge eyes. 

The eyes are like the ocean, and there is endless thunder in the ocean! 

Eye of Thunder! Looking down...no one dared to look at him. 

"This is the beast **** of thunder, one of the contemporary eight-party beast gods who inherit the 

throne of beast gods. After becoming the beast god, he is the incarnation of the law of fusion." Wang Yi 

could feel the huge and terrifying existence in the high sky, just like the origin of the universe. Part of the 

law. 

The irresistible force that is like the primal law of the universe has caused countless inheritors to 

surrender involuntarily. 

"I, the beast **** of the eight directions... the beast **** of thunder." 

The sound was like thunder, and the airflow from the beast god's nostrils turned into thunder, 

resounding across the entire Bauhinia Island. 



"Inheritor Hunting King." 

As the voice of the beast **** of thunder fell, invisible power came directly to restrain Wang Yi, causing 

Wang Yi to slowly ascend to the sky. 

The hundreds of millions of inheritors from all races in the universe below all looked up in astonishment 

at the "God Hunting King" that slowly lifted into the sky, and they all understood immediately—— 

The thunder beast **** came, just for this human hunting **** king! 

Under the gaze of countless inheritors, Wang Yi slowly lifted into the sky. At this moment, he was as 

dazzling as the sun, attracting everyone's attention. 

"This is the control of time and space?" Wang Yi felt that the invisible force that bound him was not time 

or space, but a higher power. 

That force is even stronger than Wang Yi's talent secret method "Mastering Time and Space". After all, 

this is the power of the "Thunder Beast God", the lord of the universe. 

"The Hunting King." 

The Thunder Beast God slowly opened his mouth and made a rumbling sound. 

"Thunder Beast God." Wang Yi stood in the air and saluted respectfully. 

"Your strength and your progress are all satisfying to me." The beast **** of thunder looked down at 

the tiny Wang Yi below, with a goodwill, "I have a desire to give you a treasure." 

"Wow!" 

The hundreds of millions of inheritors below were suddenly in an uproar, almost all of them showed 

shock and envy. 

"The Thunder Beast God personally came to www.mtlnovel.com~ as expected to give the treasure 

publicly." 

"The luck of the Hunter King is really great!" 

"Thanks to the beast god!" Wang Yi is not surprised by the practice of the ancestral gods. Although he is 

not immortal like Luo Feng in the original history to kill the king of the mirror, but the colorful Aurora 

Lake collects all the information of the inheritors, and the ancestors teaches nature. It is very clear that 

part of Wang Yi's strength can be judged...It is not surprising that he made the decision to publicly give 

the treasure to him. 

"Boom!" The endless rays of thunder gathered around the beast **** of thunder, and gathered into a 

huge ball of thunder and lightning. The ball of thunder and lightning was tens of thousands of kilometers 

in size, falling towards Wang Yi like a meteor. 

During the fall, the thunder and lightning gradually began to dissipate, and finally dissipated completely, 

revealing a huge shuttle that is thousands of kilometers long and the color of the blue sea, with threads 

formed by secret patterns on the top, a powerful and vast breath from Diffuse from above. 



"This is the treasure bestowed to you, I believe it is very useful to you, accept it." Lei Zhi Beast God said. 

"Yes." Wang Yi respectfully said, putting the long shuttle into the world ring, and then he looked at the 

thunder beast **** in the sky. 

"My lord beast god, I have a presumptuous request." 

Chapter 419: Sign in to the ancestral palace 

"My lord beast god, I have a presumptuous request." 

The voice of the Hunter King floated over the Bauhinia Island, making the hundreds of millions of 

inheritors involuntarily raised their heads, surprised. 

"Oh?" The beast **** of thunder bowed his head slightly. Its eye is more than hundreds of kilometers in 

diameter. The sight of thunder eye, which is filled with endless thunder and lightning, is only Wang Yi. 

What will it propose to this little guy? The request is a bit interesting. 

"What's your request?" The voice of the Thunder Beast God resounded across the sky, rumbling in the 

ears of countless inheritors. 

Many inheritors were surprised, "The Hunter King is so courageous, he dares to take the initiative to 

make a request to the Beast God." 

Wang Yi leaned slightly and respectfully said: "My lord beast god, I have always respected the ancestral 

gods, especially the legendary ancestral temple, the eight-fang beast temple, etc.... I want to go in and 

pay my respects. I don’t know if my little request is great. Can the Beast God agree?" 

The sky was quiet. 

"That's it?" The figure of the Thunder Beast God covering the sky and sun was swaying slightly in the 

Thunder Sea, "Well...Since you have this heart, then I promise you to take out your Beast God 

inheritance order." 

"Yes." Wang Yi was delighted, and flipped his hand, and the refining Beast God Inheritance Order 

immediately floated out. 

"Boom!" 

With a thunder, a cyan thunderbolt fell from the sky and struck the Beast God Inheritance Order. The 

dazzling blue thunder light bloomed, then slowly dissipated, and finally dissipated completely, revealing 

the Beast God Inheritance Order decorated with red crystals, but there were more tokens. A cyan 

pattern like lightning, as well as a powerful aura, seemed to faintly hear the roar of thunder, as if a beast 

**** came to life, and the breath made the heart tremble. 

The thundering beast god’s rumbling voice echoed on Zijing Island, “I have left a mark on your beast 

god’s inheritance order. From now on, you can walk in many places of the ancestral god’s religion, but if 

some forbidden areas are not allowed, you still can’t In." 

"Thank you, Lord Beast God." Wang Yi bowed in joy, and accepted the beast **** inheritance order that 

had changed its appearance. 



With this beast **** inheritance order, he can pass unimpeded in many places in the Ancestral Mystery 

Realm. 

"The Hunter King, I have agreed to your request, don't let me down." Thunder Beast God said with a 

smile, exhorting. 

"Yes." Wang Yi said respectfully. 

Immediately, boom! 

The thunder shook between the sky and the earth, and the huge figure of the thunder beast **** 

disappeared out of thin air, and the invisible coercion before also disappeared, and Thunder Island 

completely returned to normal. 

The large number of inheritors who had been suppressed before could only be on the ground, suddenly 

seemed to explode at this time, all of them were communicating about the matter just now, and they 

were all noisy. 

"The Hunter King, congratulations." 

"King of Hunting God, congratulations on getting another treasure." There are still many alien inheritors 

who come to talk directly. 

The current hunting **** king is different from the past, it can be seen that he is highly regarded by the 

ancestor gods, and there are many foreign races who have the heart to make friends. 

Wang Yi smiled slightly, ignored it, and returned to his castle in an instant with a teleport. 

"Master, congratulations!" 

"Congratulations, Master, you got another treasure." 

The servants of the castle's kings congratulated them with joy. 

"Hahaha..." Wang Yi was also very happy, not only because the Thunder Beast God bestowed a treasure, 

but also because he had the right to walk freely in the mysterious realm of ancestors. 

"Now, I can get close to the ancestral palace, the eight-fang beast palace, and the palace of the gods. 

Even if I can't enter some places, that's enough." 

Wang Yi was extremely happy. 

When the Bauhinia Island was full of hustle and bustle, hundreds of millions of inheritors of all races 

were still talking about the previous "Thunder Beast God came and gave the Hunter King treasure". 

Many inheritors were guessing that the Hunter King got it. What a treasure. And this news spread 

quickly and was known to all forces in the universe. 

Some strong men disagreed after learning about it, and secretly shook their heads, "The ancestors 

teach, since the birth of the universe, there will always be such a few tricks." 

"Now that I see that the human hunting **** king is very good, I immediately began to draw in." 



"Since the Ancestral God Sect has attracted the Hunting God King, it is enough to prove the Hunting God 

King's potential. It seems that the human race will soon have a super strong, but I don't know how the 

Zerg will deal with this Hunting God King." 

The hunting **** king was bestowed by the ancestors’ religion, and the upper level of the human race 

was naturally happy, but the people who were hostile to the human race, such as the Zerg and the 

Monster Race, were very angry. 

Inside Wang Yi Castle. 

Sitting cross-legged, Wang Yi's consciousness has entered the world ring to test the newly acquired 

treasure. 

After a while, Wang Yi retracted his consciousness, with a smile on his face. 

"It turns out that this treasure, called "Poseidon Shuttle", is a treasure that can both fly and attack." 

"Counting it all, the value should be close to the high-level supreme weapon." Wang Yi smiled slightly, 

"The Patriarch's Church is more generous this time than I thought." 

Treasure classification... can be divided into attack weapons, mind weapons, defense armors, escape 

treasures (such as wings, boots, ribbons, etc.), seals, trapped humans, origins, flying palaces, souls, and 

domains. ... 

Restoring the divine body is the ultimate treasure of the source class. Among them, on life-saving, flying 

palace type and soul type are extremely strong. 

One is almost 100% resistance to material attacks. 

One is almost 100% resistance to soul attacks! 

Things like "Huosuo Palace" and "Star Tower" are all flying palaces. 

There is another kind, which is not inferior to the "Flying Palace" and "Soul", and that is the "Domain"! 

"This time the ancestors of the gods gave him a treasure, he definitely gave him a treasure that is most 

suitable for him." Wang Yi stood up, walked to the castle window, and looked at the colorful aurora in 

the distance, "This sea **** shuttle is similar to the "Tianshuo". Nianli weapons can be used for flight 

escape, and can also be used for combat to increase strength." 

Wang Yi meditated, "But I already have Wings of Chaos. This Poseidon is of little use to me, and it's 

useless to other clones. I'd better throw it to the panel to exchange for the treasure point." 

During this period, Wang Yi has signed no fewer than ten treasures, but not all of them are useful, and 

these treasures and heavy treasures will be thrown to the panel and exchanged for the most precious 

points. 

But there is still a gap between the minimum 80 points required to redeem top-level Arcana weapons. 

If it were the best of the top treasure weapons, the price would be even higher. 

The top treasure weapon... is already the main weapon used by the lord of the universe. 



As for the high-level treasure weapons, their role in the battle of the Lord of the Universe has been very 

low. 

Wang Yi's next goal is already very clear... 

One is to break through to the Lord and even the Lord of the universe with the fastest speed! 

The second is to collect treasures ~www.mtlnovel.com~ to create secrets and enhance combat power! 

His ultimate skill can only be regarded as the realm of the Lord of the universe, which is too immature 

compared to the secret methods created by those old-brand universe Lords who spent endless years. 

If the ultimate masters of the universe are also divided into different levels, Wang Yi should barely be 

regarded as the first level, and many new universe masters can create them after a little time. 

And the fourth-order ultimate is the strongest secret method of the Lord of the universe. 

The fusion of the strongest secret is the fifth level. 

At Tier 6, only the strongest in the universe can create it. At least the original universe, including the 

universe, has no master of the universe who can create such a knack. 

Wang Yi still has a long way to go on the road of being strong. 

"Improve myself by all means!" Wang Yi clenched his fists. 

Only with sufficient strength can he stand at the pinnacle of the universe without fear of everything. 

"Fortunately, I have obtained the permission of the Thunder Beast God. Next, I can go to the Ancestral 

Temple and other places to sign in." Wang Yi's eyes showed a glimmer of expectation. 

Chapter 420: Heart of 8 big beasts 

Ancestral mystery, inside the Bauhinia Island covered by the colorful Aurora Lake. 

Standing in front of the railings of the castle pavilion, Wang Yi looked at the distant palace above Zijing 

Island, which was shrouded in the center of the colorful Aurora Lake. 

Turning his hand, Wang Yi showed a six-sided red token with a cyan thunder pattern on the token. 

Wang Yi inspired the imprint in the token. 

brush! A beam of light shrouded directly below Wang Yi from the depths of Wucai Aurora Lake. One end 

of this beam of light enveloped Wang Yi, and the other end looked carefully... it extended to the depths 

of the Colorful Aurora Lake. 

The colorful aurora in Wucai Aurora Lake all separated automatically, giving up a passage to let the 

beam of light pass. 

"Without permission, it would be impossible for ordinary inheritors to approach the ancestral temple 

and beast temple." Wang Yi said inwardly. 

Being led by the beam of light, it has been rising, and the colorful aurora with amazing power along the 

way retreats. 



"Go to the Ancestral Shrine first." Wang Yi moved in his heart and manipulated the token imprint. 

Now that you can sign in, of course start with the most important thing. 

He quickly flew directly out of Zijing Island along the beam of light, rushed into the depths of Wucai 

Aurora Lake, and flew towards Nazu Shrine. 

Flying all the way... 

Wang Yi saw those three thousand stars, that was the world of three thousand gods. 

I saw 72 Continents of Gods and Generals, and every continent was majestic and endless. 

Then flew past the Beast Temple, the Bafang Beast Temple, and there are 16 other palaces around the 

Bafang Beast Temple. 

That is where the eight party beast gods and sixteen guardian beast gods are located. 

Wang Yi knew that the Patriarchal Sect was also divided into various factions. For example, the sixteen 

guardian beast gods were actually divided into several guardian gods. 

Every patriarch of the ancestral gods is the most powerful cosmic master in the universe, and the 

general cosmic master cannot serve as the master of the universe. 

Every apologist has several masters of the universe. 

For example, the lord of Jiuyou is one of the **** masters of the patronage. He also has several masters 

of the universe. It turns out that in history, Luo Feng broke into the time and space of the sea, and the 

lord of the nineyous raised his precious hand to him because he valued Luo Feng’s potential and let him 

go. Ma, the condition is that he becomes his subordinate. 

Of course, Luo Feng rose too fast and became the lord of the universe, and he was the protector of the 

gods, but the relationship between Luo Feng and the lord of Jiuyou was pretty good. 

"You can also sign in for these sixteen guardian beast temples," Wang Yi said in his heart. 

"arrive." 

"brush!" 

The beam of light dissipated, and Wang Yi landed on the majestic palace square. 

This grand ancestral temple on Zijing Island looks huge from a distance. It is indeed terrifying. At the 

same time, the entire ancestral temple exudes endless power... 

The mighty power can make Wang Yi, who has seen so many treasures, also secretly shocked. 

"This is the Ancestral Temple, and perhaps one of the best mysterious places in the primitive universe." 

Wang Yi thought to himself. 

The Ancestral Temple, the three ancestral gods, in the primitive universe, all possess the strongest 

combat power in the universe, and are protected by the original will of the primitive universe, so the 

ancestral gods are the largest power in the primitive universe. 



Even before the human race’s ‘primitive ancestor’ was not suppressed, it was only equivalent to this 

ancestral **** religion. 

Of course, the Patriarchal Cult is also limited, and it is impossible to run wild. 

"This ancestral palace should be the ultimate treasure of the peak flying palace." Wang Yi looked 

around, and at the same time saw the hall in the distance. Outside the hall were eight guards, all of 

them wearing golden armors, all of them are sages of the universe. , Judging from the coercion emitted 

by their own treasures... Armor and weapons are all treasures. At this moment, these eight venerables 

are looking at Wang Yi. 

"Not long ago, the Thunder Beast God bestowed access to an inheritor. It should be him." 

A Golden Armored Venerable said coldly: "Heirer, this is the ancestral temple, the most noble place of 

ancestral gods, you can walk and watch, but you must not make noise, otherwise you will be severely 

punished." 

I ignored Wang Yi after speaking. 

They stayed here, and they were not afraid that Wang Yi suddenly broke into the palace and disturbed 

the ancestor god. 

They ignored Wang Yi, and Wang Yi didn't bother to care about them. 

The gate of the palace was tightly closed, and Wang Yi would naturally not be able to enter without the 

permission of the ancestor god. 

"But I don't need to go in either." 

Wang Yi came near the palace. 

"Although I can't get in, it should be almost here." Wang Yi glanced around and began to sign in. 

"Sign in." 

[Ding, congratulations to the host for signing in successfully, and reward the ‘Golden Sky Beast God’s 

Heart’. 】 

[Ding, congratulations to the host for signing in successfully, and reward the ‘heart of Mukong Beast 

God’. 】 

[Ding, congratulations to the host for signing in successfully, and reward the ‘heart of the water and sky 

beast god’. 】 

[Ding, congratulations to the host for signing in successfully, and reward the ‘heart of the fire and sky 

beast god’. 】 

[Ding, congratulations to the host for signing in successfully, and reward the ‘heart of earth and sky 

beast god’. 】 

[Ding, congratulations to the host for signing in successfully, and reward the ‘Heart of the Beast God in 

Wind’. 】 



[Ding, congratulations to the host for signing in successfully, and reward the ‘Heart of Thunder Time 

Beast God’. 】 

[Ding, congratulations to the host for signing in successfully, and reward the ‘Heart of the Beast God’s 

Light Time’. 】 

... 

A string of pleasant reminders kept appearing in Wang Yi's consciousness. 

There are eight rewards that are rare. 

"The heart of the beast god?" Wang Yi's pupils shrank. 

Then, an endless stream of information poured into Wang Yi's soul. 

Wang Yi suddenly forgot about himself, at this moment... as if he was a beast god! 

Joy, happiness, anger, roar, madness... Travel the universe by yourself! 

Fighting with the enemy, **** battles in the endless void, the battle continues one by one galaxy... until 

finally unwilling to fall. 

Forgetting human memory, forgetting everything, he who was immersed in it thought he was a beast 

god, living... 

It seems to be a moment, and it seems to be hundreds of millions of years. 

At this moment, Wang Yi seemed to have turned into a real beast **** and experienced a long life. 

The ultimate bottleneck of the Way of the Beast God, the most difficult and hardest to find, the "Heart 

of the Beast God" was so controlled by Wang Yi. 

And it's the way of the eight beasts and gods! 

The way of the beast gods, according to the division of the ancestral gods, has a total of seven 

inheritance. 

Comprehend the way of the whole beast **** and step into the level of "Master of the Universe" and 

become the pinnacle of existence in the universe... But how hard is it to become the Master of the 

Universe? There are only two masters of the universe in the endless epoch like the golden horn 

monster, and there is only one master of the universe in the flame star monster. 

All this means...it is extremely difficult to become the master of the universe! There are many levels! 

One of the most elusive levels in the way of the beast **** is...you must understand the heart of the 

beast **** before you can become a true beast god! This makes some universe overlords very puzzled 

~www.mtlnovel.com~ Like Herod, like many universe overlords, they can only be transformed into 

"pseudo beast gods". 

Because none of them understood the heart of the beast god. Without the heart of a beast god... it is 

impossible to turn into a real beast god. 



It turns out that in history, Luo Feng used the Eight Secret Patterns of the Golden Sky Beast God and the 

perfect secret pattern of his strongest talent to compare and comprehend hundreds of millions of years 

before he had the opportunity to comprehend the heart of the Beast God. 

The Eight Secret Patterns of the Golden Sky Vein completely represent the complete Golden Beast God. 

The eight beast gods are 64 secret patterns, and each beast **** has eight secret patterns. 

And the strongest talent secret method is the pinnacle of countless talent secret methods in the 

universe... all of them are perfect secret methods. 

Each of the small mystery patterns that constitute the strongest talent secret method is a mystery 

pattern on one of the "64 statues of beasts and gods". 

Under the guidance of the secret pattern of the strongest talent, and then to understand the mysterious 

pattern of the beast, and finally understand the "heart of the beast god", Luo Feng can create the 

ultimate master of the universe. 

Wang Yi now masters the "heart of the eight beasts and gods." 

 


